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UNIT PERFORMANCE TASK 

Solar Size 
You’ve been hired by a science museum to create a model for students to observe the 
properties of stars and the sun. Create a model that shows why the sun appears so large 
and bright and other stars seem smaller and dimmer. 

 

Why do stars appear to be different sizes? 

DEFINE YOUR TASK: Use words to describe what will you show in your model.  

 

Before beginning, look at the checklist at the end of this project to be sure you are meeting 
all the requirements. 

RESEARCH: Look back at what you’ve learned about the sun and stars. Take notes about 
which information you will use to create your model. 
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BRAINSTORM: Brainstorm ideas about how you will create the model. Write down each of 
the ideas you are considering. Keep in mind the requirements below. 

Brainstormed ideas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Write down all the details for your plan. 
 
MAKE A PLAN: Make a plan by considering the questions below. 

1. Make a list of needed materials and why you need them. If you are 
drawing your diagram, make sure you label any colors you are 
planning to use and what they will represent. 

 

2. How can you make the stars different brightnesses? 

 

3. How can you make something large appear smaller? 

Model Requirements 
• Model demonstrates the differences 

between star distance 
• Model demonstrates the differences 

between star size 
• Model demonstrates the differences 

between star brightness 
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DESIGN AND BUILD: Sketch your design on paper and then build it. 

EVALUATE AND REDESIGN: Did you meet the model requirements? What are the ways 
you could improve your design? Make changes to your model to improve it. 

 

COMMUNICATE: Present your model to your class using technology. 

 Checklist 
Review your project and check off each completed item. 

 You have met the model requirements 

 You have constructed a picture or a 3D model 

 You have answered all the questions on this page 


